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I. Deliverables for March
Palestinian-Israeli-American
Summits (pre-Arab Summit)
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1. Welcome the Arab Initiative
and Arab call for peace with
Israel, and work towards
negotiated agreements that
would resolve the PalestinianIsraeli and Arab-Israeli
conflict.

1. Underline the President
Abbas’s responsibility and
mandate to lead political
negotiations and maintain the
Presidency and Fateh as the
center of gravity in the
Palestinian political scene to
the international community

1. Reiterate strong Saudi
commitment to the Arab Peace
Initiative and call upon Israel to
work together with Arab states
to reach the objectives and
goals stated in the Initiative

2. Express desire to work with
Palestinians and Arab States in
order to reach permanent peace
settlement as offered by the
Arab Initiative and other key
peace parameters on the basis
of agreed upon and negotiated
outcomes.

2. Formalize and sustain a
ceasefire that and actively
prevent acts of violence

2. Express desire to work with
Palestinians, Arab and Muslim
states in order to reach
permanent peace settlement as
offered by the Arab Initiative
and on the basis of agreed upon
and negotiated outcomes

3. Agree to meet again to
discuss ways to advance the
objectives of the Arab Initiative
and consider the agenda for
political negotiations with the
support of the International
Quartet and Arab and Muslim
countries willing to assist
movement on the peace
process.

3. Institutionalize mechanism
for distribution of salaries in
the Office of the President
(focal depository and
monitoring point) to be
coordinated with the Minister
of Finance (disbursement

3. Call on Hamas and other
Palestinian factions to accept
Arab Initiative as the path to a
Palestinian state

4. Express Israeli willingness to
start political negotiations
towards the establishment of a
Palestinian state. Negotiations
to be conducted with Abbas
5. Israeli readiness to begin
removing road-blocs in the
West Bank and take actions to
ease the movement of goods
and labor to support the peace
efforts

II. Elements needed as an
outcome of a meeting (April)
that would include Arab and
International Quartets as
well as Palestinians and
Israelis.
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outcome of a meeting (April)
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1. Discuss ways to advance the
objectives of the Arab Initiative
and agree on the agenda for
political negotiations with the
support of the International
Quartet and Arab and Muslim
countries willing to assist
movement on the peace process

1. President Abbas to present a
developmental pian in
coordination with the World
Bank and the EU that
determines key sectors, areas
and projects that need funding
and can have beneficial effects
on the ground over a period of
6-9 months focused on
unemployment and poverty

1. Accept attending a meeting
between two Quartets, Israeli
and Palestinian officials to
discuss a working agenda that
would translate Arab Initiative
into a political negotiation
process

2. Israel declares a moratorium
on settlement expansion and
the construction of the West
Bank Wall during political
negotiations.

2. Advances in Security
Reforms and control over WB
cities to allow for Israeli timely
withdrawal

2. Agree to sponsor and
support peace talks between
Palestinians and Israelis

3. Adopt a timeline for a
gradual process of withdrawal
from the West Bank to
September 28th 2000 lines in
coordination with Palestinian
leadership and security
institution.

3. Lead in coordination with
Arab Quartet an effort to
market the Arab Initiative to
the Israeli and US public.

4. Affirm moratorium on
settlement expansion,
excavations in old city of
Jerusalem and construction of
the West Bank Wall.

III. Supporting Elements
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1. Uphold ceasefire and refrain
from retaliatory activities that
undermine it.

1. Fatah reform plan with
objectives and key benchmarks
to be concluded within the next
3-9 months

1. Provide needed financial and
political support to Palestinian
Presidency.

2. Prisoner exchange.

2. Act against violations of
ceasefire

